Kourtney Kardashian spotted in Aussie Swimwear label
TJ Swim

Kourtney Kardashian was spotted wearing Aussie brand TJ Swim’s new neon green bikini while on her annual Kardashian family vacation to Bali. The
stunning pint-sized reality star contrasted her dark locks with the fluorescent green Aussie-designed bikini, showing off her curves thanks to TJ Swim’s
well known high cut, minimal luxe designs. The Kardashians are known for their love of figure-flattering bikinis, and seeing the eldest Kardashian
sister in an Aussie-designed piece is an indication of TJ Swim’s ever-growing international popularity. Kourtney requested the bikini from TJ Swim’s
latest NEON collection to wear on a family trip to Bali, where the clan was filming their popular reality TV series; Keeping up with the Kardashians. TJ
Swim’s NEON collection launches next Wednesday 14 November, featuring the neon green ‘Candice Bikini’ as worn by Kourtney in Bali. The new
collection was inspired by the popularity of fluorescent block coloring on the catwalks of high-end designers like Jeremy Scott, Gucci and Balenciaga
earlier this year. Aussie designer Tara Jane has cleverly paired the release of the NEON collection with what is set to be one of Australia’s best
summers with perfect beach weather guaranteed. “Our latest NEON collection has been in the works for a few months now and we’re so excited to
launch it! The collection features 3 popular neon colours including pink, yellow and green as well as a futuristic silver metallic. These colours have
been loved and repeatedly worn by the Kardashians over the past few months so we’re glad we have their tick of approval!” Seeing Kourtney
Kardashian in Aussie swimwear label TJ Swim, created by 24-year-old designer Tara Jane, is a huge win for the brand and the designer herself. “I’m
a huge fan of the Kardashians so I was thrilled when Kourtney requested TJ SWIM bikinis for her recent vacation. Definitely one of my proudest
moments to date!” TJ Swim’s NEON collection is already set to sell out with just days until their collection launch. Stay tuned to shop Kourtney’s look
before it’s too late.

___________________________________________________________________________ Kourtney wears the Candice

Top and Zuri Bottoms by TJ SWIM Candice Top in Neon Green: AU$69 Zuri Bottoms in Neon Green: AU$69 Neon Collection release date: Early
November 2018
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